
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE:    It is with heavy heart that we mourn the loss of one 

of our longest serving members, Mary O’Connor.  When I look out at the 

membership during upcoming meetings I will surely miss her kind smiling face.  

May she rest in peace.  See page 3.                                                                                                              

I can hardly believe the Holidays and Holydays are already upon us.  The time 

of year for many photographic opportunities especially those of family and 

friends.  There is still fall color is some locations especially close to home.                        

If you haven’t visited Oakland Lake since its renovation this might be a                             

good time.  It is usually loaded with ducks and swans and lovers and                       

joggers.  Whatever you decide I hope it brings you joy and perhaps you can 

bring some joy to another as well.                                          photoJoe Crupi 

 

 

2nd —competition #3  Judge -Ken Bausert formerly South Shore CC 

11th—Veteren’s Day (no meeting)  but remember to thank a Vet.                                                        

16th—7:15 “Increasing Canvas Size” Tony Coppeta                                             

-             7:30   “Critiquing your images in prep for comp.”  Helen Repstad    

24th     Thanksgiving-   Remember the less fortunate                                                                          

30th  -7:15 “Highlights of Portugal” Helene Sender                                         .                  

-                7:30   Creating B&W Images   Stan Strauss     
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 The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with third-

parties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites. 

 Copyright © 2016 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved.    Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.  

                     In Focus 
FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
… in our 46th year and counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 

7th —competition #4  Judge –Mike DiRenzo PaumanokCC                              

21st—Our Christmas/Holiday party                                                                              

-             7:15 Andy Silver—program to be determined                        -          

7:30 Masters of Photography Video (photoshop tutorial)   
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On Sunday afternoon, October 16th, 2016, PFLI presented Sports Photographer Warren Rosenberg @ the 

Plainview-Old Bethpage Library.  In attendance from our club were yours truly, with Joe Crupi,and  Uris 

McKay.  It was unfortunate more FCC members were not able to attend.                                                                                                                                          

Warren did a very informative presentation, in which he touched on a number of items to consider in sports 

photography and other photography, including:                                                                                                                                                                     

*  the need to fill the frame and get close                                                                                                                                                                     

*  try to follow the rule of 3rd's (get your subject to be @ one of the intersecting points, never in the center                                           

*  sports photography tends to be very dramatic, so the potential for outstanding images is there                                                                        

*  always remember that, in most cases, it's "2 faces and a ball", meaning, the action is centered on exactly 

that.  Sometimes, it's just 2 faces (as in the case of boxing), or 1 face and 1 ball (as in tennis)                                                                        

*  get to know the people involved at the event, such as officials, and people who are running it.  This might 

help you to get future assignments!                                                                                                                                                                                        

One thing he touched on that we had never heard before was a term called "Native ISO", which means the 

highest ISO of a camera, at which the analog signal is not amplified before the conversion in 

digital. (bold type is from http://forum.luminous-

landscape.com/index.php?topic=31048. For more on Warren, check out    http://wr-

photo.com/     Martin Fleischer  

PFLI Sunday presentation by Marty Fleischer 

Keep the below list of more great upcoming PFLI presentations 
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 Memories of Mary O'Connor                                                                                                                                                     
by Martin  Fleischer & Dennis Golin    

 

 

 

She was very business-like, while at the same time she had a  ready                                                            

smile and a quick wit for all members.  Mary readily took on the club positions that were hardest 

to fill. She served as president twice (1995-1997 and 2011-2013), and was treasurer for most of 

the in between years. Many of the old-timers, as well as members who came later, looked up to 

Mary as a true leader. She always had quick answers on how to do things in the club's daily 

operation, as well as someone to just talk to about problems that came up.                                                                                                                                                           

Mary greatly enjoyed world travel and happily photographed 6 of the 7 continents. She used to 

enter her images in our monthly competitions on a regular basis, but  stopped a number of years 

back to concentrate on helping to run the club.                                                                                                                            

In 2007 Mary was presented with the prestigious PFLI Club Service Award.                                             

Mary, we are really going to miss you....you have created a large void that will be tough to fill.  We 

will try hard to live up to your work ethic and the overall good cheer you gave to us for over 

4 decades.        Rest in peace, old friend.                                                                                                                        

Mary O'Connor very sadly passed away on October 23. She was 

a valued member and friend to all at the Flushing Camera Club for 

over 40 years. Mary first came aboard around 1975.  No matter what 

she did, whether it was as a photographer or club officer, Mary gave 

it her all 24/7.                                                                                                                                                             

On October 28th there was a funeral Mass for Mary O’Connor at the very beautiful St. Lukes church in Whitestone.  

All arrangements were made according to Mary’s wishes by her very close friend Pat Burke from New Jersey.  

During my absence the days before the service Tony Coppeta did an outstanding job coordinating with Pat and 

having the membership kept informed.  Kudos to both Pat and Tony.                                                                                                                                                                        

Pat’s comments at the church service were spot on as she spoke of Mary’s intelligence, patience, kindness, and 

willingness to help others. We were all in silent agreement as we recalled the Mary we knew and loved.                                                                  

In attendance were about 24 of Mary’s friends, former co-workers from Equitable Life, and fellow members from 

Flushing Camera Club.                                                                                                                                                                                                          

When Mass was concluded we traveled to Calvary Cemetery where Mary was interned in her family’s plot.  After the 

burial Pat invited all of us back to a luncheon at Verdi’s restaurant in Whitestone.  This also was according to 

Mary’s wishes.  During the most delightful meal we all talked and sometimes joked about memories we had of 

Mary and what a great person she truly was.  She will be greatly missed.                 photoJoe Crupi 

Top from left to right :Danny & Audrey Scheyer, Mary Sullo, Bell Smith, Helene Sender, Uris McKay, Lucy Pearce, and Barbara Shea.                      

Below from left to right: Helen Repstad, Joan Egan, Louise DeStefano, Joe Crupi, Tom Mrwik, Tony Coppeta, Pat Burke and Barbara Whitney.                

Others that came to pay their respects that day were Karen Lanzillo, Joe Deamicis, Carmin Collins Maria Ofelia, Dennis Golin, Joe Caruso, 

Dorothy Gist , and Marty Fleischer. 

     4/9/29 –10/23/16 



Below are the images chosen by Flushing Hospital 

for display in their new waiting room.  

Congratulations to all the image makers. 

Tom 

Mrwik 

Sheila 

Golden 

Suzanne 

Abruzzo 

Terry 

Chen 

Bernie 

Gelman 

Bernie 

Gelman Joe 

Crupi 

Susan 

Ma 

Sheila 

Golden 

Tony Coppeta 
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 B Group W.E. N.W.E. Points    Salon Group W.E. N.W.E. Points 

 Steve Silverman 4 0 8.5   Joe Crupi 4 0 8.5 

 David Gerhards 3 1 6.5   Barbara Shea 4 0 8.5 

 Conrad Tinney 2 0 4.5   Bernard Huang 4 0 8.0 

 Georgina Eng 3 1 4.0   Tony Coppeta 4 0 7.0 

 Norman Eng 2 0 4.0   Helen Repstad 3 1 7.0 

 Joseph Schutz 2 0 4.0   Lucy Pearce 3 0 6.5 

 Susan Ma 2 0 3.0   Andrew Silver 4 0 6.5 

 Belle Smith 2 0 3.0   Martin Fleischer 4 0 6.0 

 Shelia Golden 0 2 0.0   Tom Mrwik 4 0 6.0 

           

 
Image of Month:  David Gerhards -- "Jordan Pond & 

Bubble Mountains B-W" 
  

Image of Month:  Helen 

Repstad -- "Pink Puff" 
      

                

             

  A Group W.E. N.W.E. Points    Creative Group W.E. N.W.E. Points 

                    

 William Lopez 4 0 10.0    Tony Coppeta 4 0 10.0 

 Henry Szczepanski 4 0 7.5    Helen Repstad 4 0 9.0 

 Sherre Lin 4 0 8.0   William Lopez 3 1 5.0 

 Terry Chen 3 0 7.5   Roy Woelfel 3 1 5.0 

 Adam Holstein 4 0 7.5   Bernie Gellman 2 0 3.5 

 Archie Reyes 4 0 7.5   Archie Reyes 2 0 3.0 

 Ken Whitehead 4 0 7.5   Andrew Silver 2 0 3.0 

 Richard DeDalto 3 1 7.0   Stan Strauss 1 0 1.0 

 Bernie Gellman 4 0 7.0   Steve Silverman 0 1 0 

 Louise DeStefano 3 1 6.0           

  Richard DeDalto 1 1 1.5   

Image of Month:  Helen 

Repstad -- "Black White 

and Red All Over" 

      

  Uris McKay 1 1 1.5       

           

 Image of Month:  Richard DeDalto -- "Singing"       

Judge Bob Glick 

Compiled by Marty Fleischer 

http://search.aol.com/aol/image?q=turkeyclip+art+free&s_it=img-ans&imgId=CA11B45976276395001460B2B75B90C502FBB26B&v_t=webmail-searchbox


Salon   Helen Repstad    “Pink Puff” 

B Group    David Gerhards    “Jordan Pond & Bubble Mountain” 

Creative   H Repstad     “Black White & Red” 

A Group   Wm Lopez     “Photographer @ Cadillac Mountain” 
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  Judges -  Alan  Agdern -  Susan Nolan - John Brokos -  Bob Schmitz   

               

 CRE  Roy woelfel                 Flower B&W                          19  

 CRE  Helen Repstad               lily 101                            19  

 CRE  Archie Reyes                Pepper                              20  

 CRE  Bernie Gellman              Moon                                22  

 CREII  Steve Silverman      THE SELFIE STICK               20  

 CREII  William Lopez             Looking Forward                     21  

 CREII  Tony Coppeta              Tiger Singh                         22  

               

               

 DPA  Barbara Shea                Spoonbill                           20  

 DPA  Dennis Golin                Miss Cutie Pie                      22  

 DPA  Bernard Huang               seagull got fish                    23  

 DPA  Helen Repstad               Pink Puff                           23  

 DPAII  Lucy Pearce           My Columbine                  20  

 DPAII  Martin Fleischer          NY Rebirth                          22  

 DPAII  Joe Crupi                 I'm Watching You                    23  

 DPAII  Ken Whitehead             Waiting For Rain                    23  

 DPAII  Sherre Lin                mom hungry                          24  

 DPAIII  Tom Mrwik                The Engineer Of Old 89             21 

 DPAIII  Tony Coppeta             Early Bird                          21  

 DPAIII  Stan Strauss             Antelope Canyon                     22  

 DPAIII  William Lopez            The Dock                            25  

                                                                     

 DPB  Archie Reyes                Thawed Leaf                         19  

 DPB  Bernie Gellman              friend                              22  

 DPB  David Gerhards              Bubble Mountains_B-W                22  

 DPB  Conrad Tinney               Morning                             22  

 DPBII  Richard DeDalto      Spitfire                       20  

 DPBII  Roy woelfel               Sail                                21  

 DPBII  Louise Destefano          Rain Drops                          23  

 DPBII  Georgina Eng              Freedom Tower                       23  

 DPBII  Henry SzcZepanski         Mysterious                          23  

 DPBIII Sheila Golden        Sanctuary                      19 

 DPBIII  Uris McKay               The Pianist                         20  

 DPBIII  Steve Silverman          SUNSET OVER MANHATTAN               20  

 DPBIII  Susan Ma                 Air Port                            22  

 DPBIII  Terry Chen               Viewing out at Archery Park         23  
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Helen presents the Leonard Victor Awards                                                                  

Dennis Golin Second place   and                                                                                                         

Tony Coppeta received a  Second Place and Overall Creative Winner  

Thanks to Dennis Golin I now have in 
my possession the complete set of all 
newsletters since the start of Flushing 
Camera Club . 

It was quite interesting reading some 
of the old articles and I will try to 
include more in future newsletters.  
The one to the left is an example of 
items I discovered in that  very large 
50 pound box of dusty papers. 

Seems his wife told him to find them a 
new home.  The box does have a way of 
getting under foot.  After my wife 
tripped over the box I did enjoy 
dragging it from one room to another 
to the basement and so forth.  It 
provides much needed exercise. 

Any club member would be proud to 
house this rare collection.  Let me 
know and perhaps you can persuade me 
to give it up. 

Any takers?  How about Marty ?  You 
ARE the Historian. 

           photoJoe 

 

http://search.aol.com/aol/image?q=smiley+face+with+camera&s_it=img-ans&imgId=F7A0BCACD2DA5651AEDB56FF549A62F948BA6BA9&v_t=webmail-searchbox


 

Russ Burden Tips 
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ANNOUNCEMENT #1: The Nature’s Best results have been made 

public so I can now announce I will have two images hung in the 

Smithsonian starting in mid November. One of the images is in the 

Africa division made during my safaris and the other is in the 

Wildlife division made during my Goats and Gods tour. Both will 

also be featured in their upcoming fall/winter issue of the 

magazine. If you’re in the Wash DC area, please stop into the 

Smithsonian and have a look - thanks! 

New To A DSLR? Things You Should Know - Part 2 of 3                                                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

ENABLE LONG EXPOSURE NOISE REDUCTION: While the overwhelming number of exposures you make won’t require long 

exposure noise reduction, for the small percentage of multi second exposures that do, enable it. Simply set it to AUTO, and 

when it’s needed, it automatically kicks in. There is no detriment to pics made at fast shutter speeds, only benefits when it 

engages itself. With long exposures, usually eight seconds or more, heat builds up. This in turn creates noise artifacts. 

With LENR turned on, the camera processes the file with a secondary dark image to get rid of the noise. It fills in the specs 

of noise so they are not visible. There is one drawback; however long the exposure is, that’s how long you have to wait for 

the LENR to “process” the file before another photo can be made. For example, if you make a 30 second exposure, you 

have to wait 30 seconds to make a follow up photo. It’s worth the wait because you’ll spend a lot more than 30 seconds in 

front of the computer processing the file to get rid of the noise.  

SHOOT IN RAW WITH AUTO WHITE BALANCE: You purchased a DSLR so you’re obviously serious about your photography. 

In that case, shoot in RAW vs jpg. Yes, you have to process your photos, yes you have to buy higher capacity media cards, 

yes you need a bigger hard drive BUT YES, all these factors benefit you tremendously. The quality of a RAW file is far 

superior to a jpg, ESPECIALLY if you make a white balance or exposure mistake. Jpg files get processed according to the 

camera manufacturer’s parameters. When it comes to my photography, I prefer to make the final decision as to how the 

photo looks. In a jpg, the white balance, exposure, saturation, and contrast are embedded and don’t leave a lot of “wiggle 

room.” RAW files provide pure capture data over which you maintain a lot of correctable and creative control. If you’re new 

to  capturing the RAW vs jpg file format, set the camera to capture both. Begin to process the RAW files as your 

photography evolves. With regards to white balance, in that a RAW capture provides pure data, simply leave it on AUTO as 

the color tint and temperature can be changed non destructively with the RAW image processor on your computer.     

                                           To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours. Please visit 

www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.  

If you purchase an expensive outdoor grill, chances are you’ll not restrict its use to 

warming up hot dogs. If you buy a mega fast computer packed with RAM, it should 

be used for something more than checking email. In the same vein, if you secure a 

brand new DSLR, use all its capabilities to get the most from it. If you’re new to a 

DSLR, I want to share a number of key features so you can integrate them into your 

photography sessions. Even if you’re not new, read them over to remind you to use 

them.    

 http://www.outdoorphotographer.com/classes-tours-workshops-archives/light-russ-burden-photo-tours/ 

Wishing all Flushing Camera Club 
members, their families and friends the 
very best Thanksgiving.   A time to take 
stock in all our blessings. 

http://www.russburdenphotography.com
http://www.outdoorphotographer.com/classes-tours-workshops-archives/light-russ-burden-photo-tours/
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